A coordination polymer is shown to possess anomalous anisotropic thermal expansion. Guest water molecules present in the as-synthesised material can be removed upon activation without loss of crystal singularity. The fully dehydrated form shows considerably different thermal expansion behaviour as compared to the hydrate.

Owing to longitudinal vibrational motion most materials expand along all three directions upon heating. This is known as positive thermal expansion (PTE). However, in isolated cases the occurrence of other low-energy molecular motions such as rigid unit modes (RUM), the invar effect etc. result in unusual thermal responses such as negative thermal expansion (NTE) or zero thermal expansion (ZTE). A few geometrically flexible materials have been reported to possess anisotropic thermal expansion as a result of novel types of mechanical responses that include hinge-like or stretching–tilting motion. A handful of organic and organic–inorganic hybrid materials such as Ag,[Co(CN)₆]₃, Prussian blue analogues and methanol monohydrate have been reported to possess extraordinarily anisotropic thermal expansion. Being somewhat related to the abovementioned materials, MOFs have attracted substantial attention owing to their novel topologies and various potential applications. Additionally, isotropic negative thermal expansion has been reported for several MOF materials, including HKUST-1, IRMOFs and cyano-bridged MOFs.

Additional attention has recently been devoted to designing new materials that exhibit anomalous thermal expansion behaviour. However, as yet not much effort has been made to obtain tuneable thermal expansion, with the exception of a few reports of systems that display this highly desirable property. The phenomenon of tuneable thermal expansion essentially involves invoking changes in weaker interactions or low frequency vibrational modes using external stimuli. For example, Chupas et al. have reported that NTE of Zn(CN)₂ can be enhanced by the application of mechanical pressure to the system. The flexibility of the system can also be changed using chemical modification either pre- or post-synthetically. In the pre-synthetic approach, isostructural materials with different compositions can be designed, whereas the post-synthetic approach involves modification of framework flexibility either by changing the occupancy or nature of included guests in porous materials.

Herein, we report the modified synthesis of a coordination polymer ([Zn(BTC)(HBPP)]·2H₂O, (1·H₂O)) (Scheme S1, ESI†), which was previously prepared using a different procedure (BTC = 1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylate and HBPP = protonated 1,3-bis(4-pyridyl)propane). Single-crystal X-ray diffraction (SCD) analysis at 100 K reveals that 1·H₂O crystallises in the non-centrosymmetric orthorhombic space group Pnma. The asymmetric unit consists of one Zn²⁺ ion, one BTC⁻⁻⁻ ligand, one HBPP⁺ ligand and a water molecule (Fig. S1, ESI†). The Zn²⁺ ion adopts a distorted tetrahedral coordination geometry with three carboxylate groups bound to the metal centre, each in a monodentate coordination and the protonated pyridyl groups are almost parallel to the penta-atomic sheets. The metal–metal distances along each helical chain are in the range 8.170(1) to 8.171(1) Å. Owing to the presence of both right- and left-handed helices, the framework is achiral (Fig. 2).

Two carboxylate groups of the BTC linkers bridge the metal centers to form approximately hexagonal helices along the crystallographic b axis (Fig. 1). The pitch and diameter of the helices are 7.804(1) Å and 11.262(3) Å, respectively. The metal–metal distances along each helical chain are in the range 8.170(1) to 10.631(1) Å. The individual helical columns are filled by the HBPP⁺ units and the protonated pyridyl groups are almost parallel to the BTC ligands, (Fig. 1) although there are no significant interactions between them. Each helical column is connected to neighbouring columns via carboxylate groups to generate an overall three dimensional structure (Fig. S3, ESI†). Owing to the presence of both right- and left-handed helices, the framework is achiral (Fig. 2).

The overall structure contains small isolated (zero dimensional) voids that are occupied by the water molecules. The protonated
pyridyl units and the water molecules form several N–H⋅⋅⋅O, O–H⋅⋅⋅O and C–H⋅⋅⋅O hydrogen bonding interactions (Fig. 3).

Interestingly, all of the protonated pyridyl units are oriented in the same direction (Fig. 3), consistent with the absence of inversion symmetry of the framework, and the coordination polymer is therefore polar.

The Zn$^{2+}$ centre forms a pyramidal 3-connected node whereas the BTC units represent 3-connected planar nodes. The topology can thus be described as a 3-connected (10,3)-d (utp) net with extended Schlafli symbol 10$_1$10$_2$10$_4$ (Fig. S4, ESI$^\dagger$).

Variable-temperature single-crystal X-ray diffraction (VT-SCD) experiments were carried out with a view to understanding the temperature-dependent structural changes of 1$\cdot$H$_2$O. Starting at 260 K, the crystal was cooled to 100 K and data were collected at 20 K intervals. Upon cooling, the crystallographic $b$ axis contracts significantly while the $a$ and $c$ axes elongate gradually (Fig. 4). The linear thermal expansion coefficients along the three crystallographic axes $a$, $b$ and $c$ are $-6.0(1)$, $53.0(7)$ and $-7.9(5)$ MK$^{-1}$ respectively. Thus 1$\cdot$H$_2$O shows rare biaxial negative thermal expansion behaviour.$^{34,6,16,18}$ The overall volumetric thermal expansion is 39.0(8) MK$^{-1}$ (Fig. S5, ESI$^\dagger$).

The reversibility of the thermal expansion process was verified by first cooling the crystal from 260 K to 100 K and then heating it again to 260 K (260K-R in ESI$^\dagger$). The initial and final unit cell dimensions at 260 K agree within experimental error.

In order to understand the mechanism responsible for the anomalous thermal expansion properties of 1$\cdot$H$_2$O, we analysed the types of hydrogen bonding interactions and temperature-dependent structural changes. The protonated pyridyl unit of the HBPP$^+$ present in each helical chain forms hydrogen bonding interactions with the carboxylate groups of the neighbouring helices. All of the N–H⋅⋅⋅O hydrogen bonding interactions occur almost exclusively along the crystallographic $c$ axis (Fig. S6, ESI$^\dagger$). Upon cooling, the flexible HBPP$^+$ linkers undergo conformational changes; the bond angle C15⋅⋅⋅C16⋅⋅⋅C17 ($\gamma_1$) and the nonbonding torsion angle N1⋅⋅⋅C12⋅⋅⋅C18⋅⋅⋅N2 ($\varphi_1$) decrease from
crystallographic structural changes in the framework, we also investigated the temperature-dependent upon dehydration.

The water molecules also bridge the carboxylate units between two neighbouring helical chains, forming several quite strong O–H···O and weak C–H···O hydrogen bonding interactions (Fig. S7, ESI†). In this case these interactions act predominantly in the ab plane (Fig. S7, ESI†), thereby transferring a component of the hinge-like motion to the a axis, and consequently causing NTE along this direction too. The N–H···O and O–H···O hydrogen bonding interactions in 1H2O are sufficiently strong to preclude any substantial temperature dependent changes in their characteristic geometrical parameters (Tables S7 and S8, ESI†).

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of 1H2O shows about 3.5% weight loss within the temperature range of 50 to 140 °C, which corresponds to the loss of guest water molecules (calc. 3.7%). The dehydrated framework appears to be stable up to 340 °C (Fig. S8, ESI†). Based on the TGA results, crystals of 1H2O were activated at 140 °C under dynamic vacuum for 12 hours in order to remove the water guest molecules. Interestingly, the activated crystals retained their crystal singularity and SCD analysis at 100 K yielded the structure of the dehydrated framework 1. TGA of 1 also confirmed the absence of any residual water molecules (Fig. S8, ESI†).

The framework of 1 is isoskeletal19 to that of its hydrated analogue. The N–H···O hydrogen bonding interactions remain intact although, of course, the analogous O–H···O interactions are absent in 1 owing to the loss of the guest water molecules. The dihedral angles between the BTC units change to 11.8(2)° and 40.2(2)° owing to a slight structural rearrangement upon dehydration.

In order to elucidate the effect of dehydration on the flexibility of the framework, we also investigated the temperature-dependent structural changes in 1. In this case the crystallographic a axis remains practically constant in the temperature range 100 to 310 K, whereas the thermal responses with respect to the crystallographic b and c axes remain quite similar to those of 1H2O (Fig. 5). The linear thermal expansion coefficients along the crystallographic a, b and c directions are −0.20(7), 47.8(7) and −7.4(7) MK−1, respectively. The dehydrated framework 1 therefore shows a very rare combination of positive, negative and zero thermal expansion behaviour.6,7 In this case, the overall volumetric thermal expansion is 40(1) MK−1 (Fig. S9, ESI†).

The thermal response of the HBPP unit of 1 is somewhat different from that of the hydrated analogue; the non-bonding torsional angle N1···C12···C18···N2 (φ2) increases from 7.5(8)° to 13.0(5)° whereas the bonding angle C15···C16···C17 (θ2) now decreases from 112.5(5)° to 109.2(3)° (Table S9, ESI†). The HBPP units bend upon cooling, the pitch of the helices decreases from 7.831(1) Å to 7.753(1) Å (Table S10, ESI†) and their diameter increases from 11.105(5) Å to 11.146(4) Å (Table S10, ESI†). This results in similar thermal responses along the b and c directions as compared to the hydrated analogue. However, owing to the absence of O–H···O and C–H···O hydrogen bonding interactions in the dehydrated framework, the hinge-like motion cannot be transferred to the crystallographic a axis, thereby resulting in zero thermal expansion along that direction. In this case, the N–H···O hydrogen bonding interaction remains practically unaffected by temperature variation (Table S11, ESI†). Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) of both the hydrated and the dehydrated frameworks rules out any possibility of a temperature-induced phase transition – i.e. no distinct thermal events were observed during the thermal cycle in either case (Fig. S10, ESI†).

To date, guest-dependent thermal expansion behaviour has been reported mostly for materials that display NTE purely due to transverse vibrational motion.10,15 For Cd(CN)215,15 ZnP(CN)615 and HKUST-110 negative thermal expansion behaviour was observed in the guest-free frameworks whereas quite ordinary PTE was observed in the guest-filled systems. In MOF-5, the NTE of the host framework becomes less pronounced under gas pressure as compared to its evacuated form.15c In these instances, PTE of the included guest molecules either dampens or compensates for the NTE of the host framework. The presence of empty channels is necessary for these materials to undergo prominent NTE.

To date there have been very few reports of the thermal expansion behaviour of a host being enhanced upon guest uptake.6,8 In FMOF-1 the NTE of the host framework is enhanced by N2 pressure6b but gas-loading in the system gradually increases upon cooling, leading to guest-induced phase transitions, as indicated by the two-step breathing process. To the best of
our knowledge it is extremely rare to observe guest-induced enhancement of a negative thermal response where the guest occupancy remains constant throughout the thermal cycle.\textsuperscript{10,11,16} We have previously shown how the thermal response of the MOF [Zn(1,10-phen)\textsubscript{2}(OH)\textsubscript{2}]\textsubscript{n} (L = 4-(1H-naphtho[2,3-d]imidazole-1-yl)benzoic acid) increases upon inclusion of primary alcohols (MeOH, EtOH and iPrOH)\textsuperscript{11b} but diminishes with inclusion of iPrOH.\textsuperscript{16b} However, such guest dependent behaviour has been attributed to the change in framework flexibility upon desolvation and exchange. Since the guest molecules other than those hydrogen bonded to the [Zn-OH\textsubscript{2}]\textsuperscript{n} chain could not be modelled, the influence of the guest on the flexibility is not understood. Chen et al. recently reported a similar type of guest-induced enhancement of thermal expansion behaviour\textsuperscript{16b} but in their case the guest molecules were also highly disordered. In the present report the position of the guest water molecule in 1 H\textsubscript{2}O has been located precisely and the influence of its non-covalent interactions can therefore be rationalised. Consequently, the changes in the weaker interactions and framework dynamics resulting from desolvation can be clearly understood. However, in this case the water molecules occupy a small proportion of the volume and thus the changes in the overall packing arrangement upon dehydration are also very small. Consequently, the changes in the overall thermal response are relatively insignificant compared to those reported by Saha et al.\textsuperscript{15c}

The preparation of porous materials such as 1, together with a detailed elucidation of the guest-dependent changes in their packing arrangements and host–guest interactions may help to establish the design principles for materials having controllable thermal expansion behaviour. Such exploratory studies could lead to several potential single-crystal devices such as thermomechanical sensors or actuators.
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